
Central Office View about Election Notification 
 

We have come to know that some people due to their vested interests are trying 
to spread the confusion about declaration of Elections. 
 
A deliberate effort is being made as if we are delaying Elections. Importantly this 
is being done by people who themselves are responsible for the delay. 
 
Please note that Elections were declared on 29.06.2015 well before the expiry of 
term as per the byelaws. The relevant question is 
 

Who Approached Court of Law?   
                                           It is not We…. 
Who prayed Hon’ble Court for putting stay on Elections?  
                                                                Again it is not We…. 
 

We have obtained Legal Opinion that Elections cannot be declared 
during pendency of this Suite filed by Sh. Ashwani Dagar, since the 
stay is intact. Either this suite has to be withdrawn or to be disposed 
off. 
 

We have given undertaking on 09.05.16 that we are ready to declare 
Election after the Renewal of Registration, Approval of byelaws and 
preparation of Voter List. 
 

But Plaintiff is changing stand on every date. On last date they 
demanded appointment of Judicial Observer for Elections. As per our 
information Judicial Observer for an Election of about four our Months 
period may cost an amount to the tune of Rs. 10,00,000 or more. 
 

Once again Please note that Elections Cannot be declared during the 
pendency of Civil suite 111/2015 filed by Sh. Ashwani Dagar as the stay 
in intact. Declaring Election can invite contempt of Court. Otherwise, 
We are ready to declare Election in a period of two to three months on 
completion of above mentioned formalities. 

 
Hence our Members are requested not to fall into the ill intended 
propaganda with malafied intentions by a handful of people that We are 
delaying the Elections. The delay is only due to the stay imposed in the 
Civil Suite filed against ARTEE. 
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